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YTD

1 Year

3 Year*

5 Year*

7 Year*

10 Year*

S&P 500

-4.9%

-23.9%

-15.5%

8.2%

9.2%

11.4%

11.7%

Russell 1000 Value

-5.6%

-17.8%

-11.4%

4.4%

5.3%

8.2%

9.2%

* Annualized Total Returns.
Battling inflation, the Federal Reserve seems to have adopted Mark Zuckerberg’s motto, “move fast and
break things.” Rates have increased faster than at any time since 1979-1981, when they ranged from
10% to 20% and back again twice in the space of a year. This Fed has learned from that experience and
promises to continue raising rates through early next year and hold rates higher until they get inflation
back to 2%. Things have broken as a result, like Crypto, growth stocks, SPACS, and the British Pension
System among others. US and International stocks are factoring in a moderate recession in our view. A
recession might occur in 2023, but markets already reflect that. No recession is in sight yet for the US.
The Fed has created a very durable recovery as we predicted in our Q1 2021 article “Aiming to
Overshoot”, but inflation has been a by-product. They can ultimately get the economy and inflation to
slow, but they risk a recession. Until we get clarity, a rangebound market is what we view as the most
likely outcome, between the recent lows (3500) and the recent highs (4300) as the market balances
economic growth fluctuations, earnings changes, and higher rates. In our experience, when nothing
looks good you should buy the best-looking trend out there. Currently, that’s the Value rotation.
Value stocks are probably leaders for the next several years.
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The major points we note from the past quarter are:
•

•

•
•

US stocks declined for the third quarter in a row, discounting a moderate recession with a 25%
cumulative drawdown. When markets pass a 25% drawdown, forward returns are usually
good.
The trigger for recent weakness was Fed Chair Powell reiterating that the Fed has a target of 2%
on inflation and will do what is necessary to achieve that. The Fed has raised rates quickly (and
broken things). The dollar surged to multi-year highs as well. Markets are concerned that policy
works with lags, and as much as they overshot the stimulus portion of the cycle, they may
overshoot the tightening.
Inflation remains stubbornly high and has not retreated much from multi-decade highs. We
believe some relief is coming, but it cannot come fast enough for the Central Banks.
The underlying economy remains strong, generating jobs and profits. Strategists worry that
profits will weaken with the Q3 reports.

A lot of bad news is priced into markets, and markets have a good record after 25% drawdowns. We are
at what is usually the seasonal bottom in markets. Market commentators suggest nothing will ever go
right again, but do not get too bearish. There is the potential for improved inflation readings, earnings
to beat reduced expectations, and the Fed to finish up their tightening over the next several months.
Nobody knows where markets bottom, but we think a short-term bottom is likely soon, setting the stage
for a more durable bottom once the Fed indicates they are willing to wait to see how the economy
responds to tighter policy. In the meanwhile, make sure your portfolios have enough value and quality
orientation, because that is likely to be the leadership for the next 7-year cycle.
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Charts we are sharing with our clients
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It’s Autumn and investors are nervous. Markets have been volatile, and inflation has remained high.
Markets have discounted a recession, but we have not seen one yet as employment and consumption
remain good. We think that means the market is in a show me mode, and the focus is on high quality
value stocks. Fortunately, that is what we emphasize. What advice would we offer investors? Don’t get
too bearish! Much of the bad news is already discounted in the markets. Can more unforeseen threats
emerge? Sure, but if we already have a nuclear threat on the table, it will need to be something on the
order of intergalactic warfare to beat that. In the meanwhile, some measures of inflation are easing,
and according to central banks, their tightening should be paused over the next six months as they
assess their impact. That should give markets a reason to lift as we move through what historically is
the best season to invest in.

As always, if you need any additional information, please feel free to contact any of us.
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S&P 500 – 3720
Russell 1000 Value – 1407
Refer to the following page for more information on the commentary presented. This is pertinent to
this letter and should not be reproduced or duplicated without this disclosure.
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Disclosure
This publication has been distributed for informational purposes only and should not be considered as
investment advice or a recommendation of any particular security, strategy, or investment product. Past
performance does not provide any guarantee of future performance, and should not rely on performance as
an indication of future performance. Commentary may contain subjective judgements and assumptions
subject to change without notice. There can be no assurance that developments will transpire as forecast.
Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but not guaranteed.
No part of this publication can be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication without
express written permission of Todd Asset Management LLC. © 2022
The indexes used in this letter are unmanaged, and not available for direct investment. They do not include the
reinvestment of dividends, nor do they reflect management fees or transaction costs.
S&P 500 Index is a widely recognized index of market activity based on the aggregate performance of a selected
portfolio of publicly traded common stocks. The performance data was supplied by Standard & Poor’s. It is included to
indicate the effect of general market conditions.
Russell 1000 Value Index is a widely recognized index of market activity based on the aggregate performance of
common stocks from the Russell 1000 Index, with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values. The
performance data was supplied by Frank Russell Trust Company.
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